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	C++ has ? ?come ? ?a ? ?long ? ?way ? ?and ? ?has ? ?now ? ?been ? ?adopted ? ?in ? ?several ? ?contexts. Its ? ?key ?strengths ? ?are ? ?its ? ?software ? ?infrastructure ? ?and ? ?resource-constrained applications. ? ?The ?C++ ? ?17 ? ?release ? ?will ? ?change ? ?the ? ?way ? ?developers ? ?write code, ? ?and ? ?this ? ?course ? ?will ? ?help ?you ? ?master ? ?your ? ?developing ? ?skills ? ?with ? ?C++. With ? ?real-world, ? ?practical ? ?examples ? ?explaining ? ?each ? ?concept, ? ?the ? ?course is divided into three modules where ? ?will begin ? ?by ? ?introducing ? ?you ? ?to ? ?the ? ?latest ? ?features ? ?in ? ?C++ ? ?17. ? ?It ? ?encourages clean ?code ? ?practices ? ?in ? ?C++ ? ?in ? ?general ? ?and ? ?demonstrates ? ?the ? ?GUI app-development ? ?options ? ?in ? ?C++. ? ?You’ll ? ?get ? ?tips ? ?on ? ?avoiding ? ?memory ? ?leaks using ? ?smart-pointers.


	In the next module, ? ?you’ll ? ?see ? ?how ? ?multi-threaded ?programming can ? ?help ? ?you ? ?achieve ? ?concurrency ? ?in ? ?your ? ?applications. We start with a brief introduction to the fundamentals of multithreading and concurrency concepts. We then take an in-depth look at how these concepts work at the hardware-level as well as how both operating systems and frameworks use these low-level functions.


	You will learn about the native multithreading and concurrency support available in C++ since the 2011 revision, synchronization and communication between threads, debugging concurrent C++ applications, and the best programming practices in C++.


	Moving ? ?on, ? ?you’ll ? ?get ? ?an ? ?in-depth ? ?understanding ? ?of ? ?the ? ?C++ ? ?Standard Template ? ?Library. ?Where we show implementation-specific, problem-solution approach that will help you quickly overcome hurdles. You will learn the core STL concepts, such as containers, algorithms, utility classes, lambda expressions, iterators, and more while working on practical real-world recipes. These recipes will help you get the most from the STL and show you how to program in a better way.


	Jeganathan Swaminathan : Mastering C++ Programming

	Maya Posch : Mastering C++ Multithreading

	Jacek Galowicz : C++17 STL Cookbook
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Learning SAP Analytics CloudPackt Publishing, 2017

	Key Features

	
		Predict new opportunities and risks in a few mouse clicks
	
		Eliminate complexity with tools that let you plan, analyze, and collaborate in context—in real time
	
		Discover, visualize, plan, and predict in a single product with agile BI tools
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The Python Quick Syntax ReferenceApress, 2013

	The Python Quick Syntax Reference is the "go to" book that contains an easy to read and use guide to Python programming and development. This condensed code and syntax reference presents the Python language in a well-organized format designed to be used time and again.


	You won't find jargon, bloated samples,...
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High Voltage Engineering FundamentalsNewnes, 2000
The first edition as well as its forerunner of Kuffel and Abdullah published in 1970 and their translations into Japanese and Chinese languages have enjoyed wide international acceptance as basic textbooks in teaching senior undergraduate and postgraduate courses in High-Voltage Engineering. Both texts have also been extensively used by practising...
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Applied C++: Practical Techniques for Building Better SoftwareAddison Wesley, 2003
"I really like the software engineering advice given here. As  the chief engineer/architect for a large development group, I can say with  certainty that the advice given in this book about how real-world projects must  work is right on the mark."
-Steve Vinoski, coauthor of Advanced CORBA  Programming with C++,...
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Real Analysis with an Introduction to Wavelets and ApplicationsAcademic Press, 2004

	Real Analysis is based on the real numbers, and it is naturally

	involved in practical mathematics. On the other hand, it has taken on

	subject matter from set theory, harmonic analysis, integration theory,

	probability theory, theory of partial differential equations, etc., and

	has provided these areas with important ideas and...
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OSSEC Host-Based Intrusion Detection GuideSyngress Publishing, 2008
November 10th, 2007 – Computer consultant John Kenneth Schiefer plead guilty to four felony charges for his involvement in the compromise of as many as a quarter-million PCs. These compromised systems, or bots, were used to steal money and identities. Schiefer was able to control all of these systems, typically referred to as bot herding,...
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